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CHEMISTRY

Note:Attempt all questions.

1: Atfethpt any two parts of the following:, ,

(a) Explain metallic bond on the basis of mol~cular orbital
th(~ory.

(b) ,How many NMR signals are observed in th€1o.spectrun:i
of:, " ..; ~ "

(j,)

(ii)

(ill)

(iv)
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(c) Give the mechanism of the following reactions:

(i) CannizaroReaction

(ii) Reimer-TiemannReaction.



(b) What is meant by calorific value of fuel ? What is the

difference between GCV and NCV ? .

(c) How is ozone formed and depleted in nature?

(d) Explain n-typeand p-type semi conductors.

(e) Calculate the pH of O.1N acetic acid. The Ka for acetic
acid is 1.86 x 10-5•

(a) What is permanent hardness? Write the constituents

responsible for permanent hardness.

A water sample contains 408.E.Ig of£aS04 ph litre.

Calculate the hardnesS: in terms·of Cast>; equivalents.

(b) Distinguish between natiu'al and artificial fuel. Calculate

the GCV and NCVof coal having following compositions;

C = 85%, H = 8%, S = 1%; N = 2%, ash = 4% Latent

heat = 587 Cal/g.

(c) What is meant by polymeriiMion ? Differentiate between

addition and condensation polymerization.

(a) Differentiate between thermoplastic and thermosetting

polymers.



(b) 'Differentiate between order and Molecularity of reaction. ,

(c) Explain the methods of prevention of corrosion.

(d) A solution of thickness 3 em transmits 30% incident light.

Calculate tb,econcentration of the':solution, given extinction

coefficient e=4,000 dm3mol-1cm-l•

(e) What do you mean by acid rain? Explain the consequences

of acid raUn.

5. Attempt any two of the following:
9 ,It", ~

(a) What do you mean by Energy Activation ? Explain with

•. the hel[pof energy reaction coordinate diagram. Also explain

how the nature of activated complex changes in the

presence of a' catalyst.
... '-

(b) Defme pollution. List various sourc~s of pollution and

discuss their effect on the environment.

(c) Explain clearly the terms; component, phase and degree

of freedom. State the phase rule and discuss its application

to the system of water vapour, liquid water and ice.


